Screenshots from ALPS for Windows:
The first page shows the active program (ALPS, Gamma-W or Sodigam), the version number
and it tells when the Hardlock software protection key is not active.

Spectrum read-in via menu: ‘File | Read Spectrum’
The default spectrum folder and spectrum format can be pre-selected in the start-up file
named “Startup.ini”.

When a spectrum is read in, the program shows the spectrum analysis screen.
ALPS can make fully automatic analyses using one or several Batch-files, including
calibrations and quantitative nuclide activity calculation, or just fully automatic quantitative
peak analysis, or detailed and user-controlled analyses of selected regions of interest (ROI).

When one starts to learn analysis of spectra it is useful to make user-controlled analyses in
order to learn about features and function of the software. Follow these steps:
- Read in a spectrum and check if energy calibration is o.k.
- If energy calibration needs improvement, place marker on top of the largest peak of a
known nuclide. Then press “c” to access the command terminal
- Type the name of the nuclide (e.g. cm-244). The program assigns the energy of the
strongest peak of Cm-244 to the marked peak
- Mark the largest peak of another nuclide and proceed in the same way
- Mark an analysis region with “mouse pull-over” (hold left mouse key and drag over
the region to be defined). Press “c” to access command terminal. Type the name(s) of
nuclides having peaks in that marked region; separate nuclide names by a blank,
terminate the line with carriage return (<CR>, Enter)
- You see peak marks for all defined peaks. If necessary, add peaks by “point and
double click” with the mouse.
- When the region is defined, click the “Calc” button or push F8 to start the fit and see
the result
Attention: the maximum length of a region is 400 channels.
All analysis modes (hand analysis, batch file, procedure(s)) can be combined for the
analysis of a spectrum.

The button ‘Calc’ activates analysis of the defined ROI or spectrum range. Fitted peaks and
the baseline are graphically displayed and relevant results are shown (Position, Energy, Area,
FWHM) in the status line below. The sum-function adding up all fitted peaks can be
displayed at request (toggle-key “s”).

Details of all actions as well as of the peak analyses are stored in the standard printout file
named Output.txt.
The length of protocol can be selected in 6 levels of extensiveness. The ASCII file is
preserved after termination of the ALPS program and it should be renamed when results are to
be kept or proceeds are to be documented.

All calibration functions (Energy, FWHM, Efficiency) as well as some small mathematical
support options are operated from one window.
Note: not all functions are operative for the ALPS code (e.g. Efficiency from Spectrum).

Energy calibration:
When an energy calibration for a spectrum exists in the MCA, it is uploaded along with the
spectrum. As an alternative, a least-squares-fit calibration with up to 20 data points taken
directly from spectrum graphics is very straightforward (point-and-click on a known peak,
type “e” and give the energy of that peak to the table). The data points and the parameters of
the fitted polynomial function can be stored in a calibration data file and the details of the
fitting process are stored in the results file.

In alpha spectrometry it is normally sufficient to define the average FWHM in channels for a
spectrum. Read that value for a major peak from the screen.
When peaks are measured from thick sources one can estimate 50% of FWHM on the highenergy side of a big peak. Read the number of channels until the peak function falls to half of
the maximum counts in the peak and multiply it by two. Define this value in the coefficients
table as shown below; in the example the average FWHM is 4 channels.

Efficiency:
Die Efficiency in alpha spectrometry is one unique value for all energies, however one has to
distinguish between two different efficiencies:
The Counting Efficiency can either be determined experimentally with a calibrated source
having the same geometry as the samples or for circular-symmetric set-up it can be calculated
from the geometry as shown in the picture below.
As an alternative one can determine the Total Efficiency (= Counting Efficiency * Chemical
Yield) with a tracer nuclide which is added to the sample prior to chemical separation. Using
a tracer and calculating the counting efficiency one can determine the chemical yield of the
sample preparation.
Individual data for all calibration functions with uncertainties (if present) can also be
calculated in the Calculus-window.

Quantitative nuclide assignment

All options for quantitative nuclide assignment and for library management are compiled in
one window.

The overview page shows the current library, sample mass, activity unit, and data for decay
correction (if activated).
Results from nuclide assignment can be listed by rising energies or by nuclides. An
interference correction can be activated.
This window also serves for the set-up of a background reference file that is later used to
correct spectra for external background peak contributions.

As an example the assignment to nuclides of peaks analysed from the spectrum above is
shown in the printout below. An application library containing only nuclides which are
relevant for this analysis has been used (no false interferences).

The nuclide library can be edited very comfortably and new user libraries are produced by
excerpting from the master library. Each library can hold up to 200 nuclides with up to 32
alpha particle lines per nuclide. The alpha particle master library BigAlpha.Lib holds data for
390 nuclides with half-lives >1 second (plus daughters) with a total of 1270 lines.
Nuclide data can be edited at user’s discretion; however we do not take responsibility for
edited library data.

Data from existing libraries can be combined to make new libraries that are optimized for
specific applications.

Automatic analyses
All relevant steps and settings can run automatically in the Batch-Procedure-Dialog. This
dialog is used for routine analysis of large numbers of similar spectra where calibration
functions, potential contents of nuclides and other dependences are similar or same. One can
define any number of procedures for various applications and thus make “one button only”
analyses.
This feature allows definitions of calibration data, background, decay correction, sensitivity
and others which are stored and available for future analyses.

A user-management defining various password protected access or user levels can be
activated (example shown below is from the identical GAMMA-W program).

Batch-files can be used for repetitive analyses, i.e. either in the procedure dialog or in usercontrolled analyses.
There is a meta-language for ALPS called CODEWORD. Each Codeword controls an action
and it can have several associated parameters which determine details of the action. Many
Codewords can be written in a file (a batch file) and applied with the single instruction FILE.
In this was one can perform very complex spectrum analyses with just one instruction.

Other settings such as language (deutsch, english, francais) or the program mode (GammaW, Sodigam or Alps) are selected in the Options Catalog and can be stored as start-up
options.

Colours for graphic display (backdrops, spectrum, ROI, baseline, fit- and sum-function and
others) can be selected.

Additional parameters for spectrum analysis, printout length, background correction and
others can be defined.

Our Hotline :

Please note our new address: Möllner Weg 5

